
Have a question about organizational
dynamics, business development best
practices or how to effectively build
market presence and AUM?  The Noble
Ark Ventures team will be answering
questions submitted by EMM subscribers
each month.

Send your questions to:
info@noblearkventures.com

Looking for clarity around one of the
twelve core elements outlined in The
Road to AUM?  EMM subscribers are
eligible for one free curriculum series
download which includes an Audible
presentation, profile, team workbook and
Excel file associated with maximizing
your effectiveness. To receive your free
unit, visit www.noblearkventures.com,
select "Curriculum Series", identify the
unit you wish to receive and simply email
us your selection at the above address.

2020 was a historic year by all
measures. What are the most
important lessons learned that 
we should factor into our 
2021 game plan?

" A S K  S A N D R A "

Sandra Powers Murphy, author of The Road to AUM: Driving Assets Under Management
through Effective Marketing and Sales, and CEO of Noble Ark Ventures, a business
development and organizational consulting firm, provides the following recap on 
the lessons learned from 2020. 
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Submit Your Questions!

Gain Clarity

Engage Your Team
Teams demonstrated, more than ever in 2020, the value of their connectivity. Consistent
feedback from organizations of all sizes is that the added time to connect, albeit virtually,
made a huge difference in organizational project work, team effort and idea generation. What
has your team’s level of engagement been in 2020? Could it be better? Do you have formal
meetings and engagement tools in place to ensure you are maximizing firm resources at all
levels of the organization? If not, now is the time to invest in these critical success elements,
as 2021 will surely be another eventful, and largely virtual year.

We love this question because at Noble Ark Ventures, we are all about having formal, written
and actionable game plans to focus our resources on. In 2020 we all learned just how critical
our own organizations are from a structure, resources and connectivity perspective. The
madness that ensued upon Covid-19’s entrance onto the global stage in early March served
as a colossal wake up call to firms big and small. Every aspect of business management,
process and protocol was upended. 100% of marketing and sales strategies were tested.
Many will focus on the negatives, however we see numerous positives to this (hopefully)
‘once in a lifetime’ year, and many lessons learned to bring forward into 2021. 

The sudden availability of all team members due to the global pandemic beginning in early
2020 served as a great opportunity to revisit critical organizational success elements
including: team engagement, firm positioning, content development, product and strategy
analysis, the art of the online meeting, and the true birth of a digital workplace. Covid-19
demanded sudden and drastic innovation regardless of industry; firms that had the capacity
and fortitude to rise to the occasion will emerge from this unprecedented environment
stronger and more connected than ever. Here are Noble Ark Venture’s top lessons learned
from our clients, the research and our own organizational review that all firms should actively
include in their 2021 game plans:

Invest In Virtual Meetings
Virtual meetings can be incredibly productive; they are likely here to stay. After the dust settled and firms got ahead of the virtual
meeting learning curve, we discovered that these opportunities are not just good for our travel budgets—they are simple, efficient,
engaging when done right and highly economical. More online meetings and less unnecessary travel will likely remain long after the
social distancing ends. Knowing how to make the most of your virtual meetings has become a crucial component of organization
success. 2020 taught us the value of creating a good “Virtual Corner” (i.e: the one sliver of your home office with good natural lighting,
a clean background, and a place to prop up your laptop to a flattering angle.) We learned just how crucial it is to be prepared—to have
all unnecessary windows closed and the presentation ready to share. We mastered the art of the mute button and learned how to 
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Commit To A Content Calendar
At the end of the day, good markets or bad, it is your team’s ability to tell your story that will drive interest and assets. 2020 taught
us that yes, even in a global pandemic the market is still alive and well, and quite interested in knowing what makes your firm
different. In fact, the market is seeking more avenues to understanding who is in the market, what they have to offer, why it is of
value, and where they can find it. As a result, we encourage an active content calendar broken into the 4 quarters, 12 months and 52
weeks of the year focused on the key themes of the organization and its offering, with thoughtful variation of content around:

- WHO (firm presence and brand; the firm’s story and the team doing the work)
- WHAT (the philosophy/rationale and clear listing of firm offerings)
- WHY (the rationale for engaging the firm/differentiators in process and products
- WHERE (the firm’s offerings fit in a diversified portfolio) 

We also learned that more can be less. Tighten up your content, regardless of its format, by removing all superfluous words and
ideas that draw attention away from the most differentiated positioning of the organization. Have a clear Unique Selling Proposition
(USP) and consistently use it to drive conversations and outcomes. Have a core message/theme per month or per quarter, and
maximize it across mediums.

apply our professional headshots to our profiles on days where being on video was simply impossible. Most importantly, we adapted
and continue to thrive in this strange new normal. What can we do to expand on this trend? Add customization and formal training.
Given the extra time and focus we have, and the reality of this new medium, take stock of who within the organization really ‘gets it’
and who is still lagging, and implement formal training. The whole organization will benefit from the added professionalism, efficiency
and flow of good meeting structure and participation. Also, consider the opportunity to customize what is being presented—now that
we are on screen, a few simple enhancements can make the experience highly customized. Take advantage of this opportunity; your
competitors are already doing so.

Embrace The Digital World
One of the biggest takeaways of 2020 is that the likelihood of a collective and complete return to the “old normal” is near zero.
Why? Because market participants like some of the perks of remote work. It can be more effective, more efficient and more focused.
Staff members have placed real and consistent value on the lack of commuting. Organizations are placing even more value on the
notion of reduced space costs and the opportunity inherent in employees across regions. Beyond the value of remote work, there is
also immense value in digital opportunities regarding marketing and sales. As a result, many firms have embarked on the journey to
trade travel for technology, diving into social media and digital platforms for the first time in a meaningful way. We began to create
unique and value-added content in bite-sized pieces as the market demands, and discovered how to promote that content on
LinkedIn, in online industry publications and within our own professional network. We familiarized ourselves with Search Engine
Optimization and took steps to optimize our website and digital presence, actively using tools such as Google Analytics. We learned
the importance of “playing survivor” on our own home pages and took an honest, hard look at our digital shortcomings. We
brainstormed engaging new subject lines, posted our first YouTube videos and became webinar hosts, seemingly overnight.
Traditional sales has officially been digitized, at least partially. Firms who succeed in 2021 will be active and effective digital
engagers. Ensure that your firm has a digital engagement strategy in place by the new year.


